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POUFFES



KURAGE POUFFES – 
SITTING ON THE ESSENCE 
OF SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
When designing minimalist products with low environmental impact, we don’t just kick our feet up and let oth-
ers do the work. But with our unique pouffe collection, now you can. Pick the shape and cover that matches 
your style. Go for a sleek cylinder or one of the two bold square models, and choose from three thoughtfully 
crafted and durable fabrics: 

• Woolen Melange, made from 100% wool 
• Dotty recycled wool, made from 50% high-end remnants (such as old wool sweaters) 
• Blue Collection recycled denim, where each meter of fabric is crafted from a single pair of jeans

DEDICATION IN EVERY STITCH 
Each pouffe is meticulously handcrafted at our own facilities. The cover is made by dedicated craftsmen like 
the Italian family who weaves our Dotty recycled fabric. This means you can relax, knowing you’re making a 
choice that values design, quality and sustainability. 

FLEXIBLE AND VERSATILE DESIGN 
Our pouffes are ideal for sitting and serve as versatile accessories for any room. Their simple, clean design 
allows you to indulge in the rich texture and warmth of the chosen textile. You can change the cover, and this 
allows for easy cleaning and the freedom to style your pouffe according to your evolving aesthetic preferenc-
es. Choose your texture, pick your colour, and transform your space with the KURAGE pouffes. 



COVER

UPHOLSTERY
Our pouffes feature high-resilience PU foam for the seat, offering lasting comfort and support, while the 
sides are cushioned with a softer PU foam. This combination ensures each pouffe is both inviting and dura-
ble, maintaining its shape and comfort over time.

CONSTRUCTION
Built on a foundation of solid OSB plates, reinforced with pine wood beams, and encased in hardboard, our 
pouffes are designed for durability and stability. This robust construction guarantees a piece that withstands 
the test of time, blending functionality with enduring style.

MAINTENANCE
The cover is removable for easy cleaning. It can be dry cleaned or gently wiped with a damp cloth without the 
use of cleaning agents, ensuring your pouf remains in pristine condition.

DOTTY RECYCLED WOOL
A blend of 75% Wool, 20% Polyamide, and 5% Other fibers, 
with 50% of the wool being mainly post-consumer. This 
option is available in 18 vibrant colours, allowing for person-
alisation and style flexibility.

WOOLEN MELANGE
Made from 100% Wool, 
this option offers a dif-
ferent aesthetic with a 
selection of 10 colours. 
It provides a monochro-
matic elegance and a 
softer texture, ensuring 
that every pouffe can 
be tailored to the indi-
viduality of your space.

BLUE COLLECTION RECY-
CLED JEANS
Crafted from up to 72% 
post-consumer recycled cotton 
and a small amount of hemp in 
our striped styles (up to 11%), 
these textiles combine sustain-
ability with casual elegance. 
Available in Skinny, Bootcut, 
Flared, and Baggy styles, each 
offers a unique take on classic 
denim hues, perfect for adding 
a chic, versatile touch to any 
space.



ALL AROUND 
POUFFE 

SIZE
Ø50 x H45 cm

WEIGHT
8 kg 

CUSTOMISATION  
Pick your favourite cover - choose from our 
Dotty or Woolen Collections or go all blue 
with our recycled Jeans Collection. 

45 cm

50 cm

Corner Cube Pou�e
Lay Low Pou�e

All Around Pou�e



Corner Cube Pou�e
Lay Low Pou�e

All Around Pou�e

CORNER
CUBE 
POUFFE

SIZE
W45 x D45 x H45 cm

WEIGHT
8,5 kg 

CUSTOMISATION    
Pick your favourite cover - choose from our 
Dotty or Woolen Collections or go all blue 
with our recycled Jeans Collection. 

45 cm

45 cm

45 cm



Corner Cube Pou�e
Lay Low Pou�e

All Around Pou�e

LAY LOW 
POUFFE 

SIZE
W88 x D63 x H36 cm

WEIGHT
16,6 kg 

CUSTOMISATION  
Pick your favourite cover - choose from our 
Dotty or Woolen Collections or go all blue 
with our recycled Jeans Collection. 

36 cm

88 cm

63 cm


